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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
Purpose: To assess a recently available technique for quantification of right ventricular (RV) trabeculae that is based on fractal analysis 
performed by using cardiac MRI feature tracking, in patients with congenitally corrected transposition of the great arteries (cc-TGA).
Materials and Methods: A total of 19 patients (eight men, 11 women; mean age, 35 years 6 10 [standard deviation]) with consecutive 
cc-TGA who underwent cardiac MRI were enrolled in the study. For analysis, patients were divided into two groups: six patients (four 
men, two women; mean age, 34 years 6 14) with an end-systolic RV volume index higher than 72 mL/m2 (indicative of adverse RV 
remodeling) and 13 patients (four men, nine women; mean age, 36 years 6 9) in whom this index was lower than or equal to 72 mL/
m2 (indicative of adapted RV). The following outcomes were quantified in the midsection of the RV: fractional fractal dimension (FD) 
and diastolic FD, circumferential strain, and radial strain. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis was performed to determine 
the cutoff FD values for the detection of adverse RV remodeling. Correlations among fractional FD, diastolic FD, circumferential 
strain, and radial strain were calculated by using Pearson correlation coefficient (r) analysis.
Results: The following ROC values were identified for fractional and diastolic FD: cutoff, 0.09 and 1.39, respectively; area under the 
ROC curve, 0.95 and 0.68, respectively; sensitivity, 1.00 and 0.33, respectively; and specificity, 0.92 and 1.00, respectively. Fractional 
FD correlated with circumferential strain and radial strain (r = −0.70 and 0.69, respectively; P , .01), as did diastolic FD (r = 0.37 and 
−0.38, respectively; P , .05).
Conclusion: The fractional FD derived from cardiac MRI feature-tracking analysis correlates with adverse RV remodeling, including a 
changed strain pattern and trabeculae, in patients with cc-TGA.
© RSNA, 2019
In congenitally corrected transposition of the great arter-ies (cc-TGA), the anatomic right ventricle (RV) connects 
the left atrium to the aorta and provides systemic circu-
lation. However, because the RV wall is thinner than the 
left ventricle (LV) wall, the RV may be poorly equipped to 
deal with aortic pressures after correction. As a result, the 
systemic RV becomes thick and dilated under long-term 
pressure (1–3); this condition is known as RV remodeling 
(4). Consequently, RV failure often occurs in patients with 
cc-TGA during adulthood. The formation of trabeculae is 
considered to be the epiphenomenon of RV remodeling, 
resulting in an anatomic RV phenotype similar to non-
compaction ventricular myocardium. Captur et al (5–7) 
reported on the usefulness of fractal analysis,  as performed 
with cardiac MRI during the end-diastolic phase, in quan-
tifying LV trabeculae, noting a greater fractal dimension 
(FD) in patients with LV noncompaction than in those 
with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy. In addition, in adult 
patients with cc-TGA, the development of trabeculae in 
the systemic RV might be a specific marker of RV remod-
eling. However, in healthy adults, a more developed for-
mation of trabeculae is commonly observed in the RV, as 
compared with the formation in the LV. Therefore, given 
that fractal analysis occurs in the end-diastolic phase, in the 
quantification of trabeculae formation in the subaortic RV 
in patients with cc-TGA, the structural changes associated 
with remodeling may not be fully captured.
Strain analysis performed by using cardiac MRI feature 
tracking is a semiautomatic method that has been shown 
to be useful for characterizing structural changes of the 
heart in adults with congenital heart disease, including 
cc-TGA (8–11). This method of analysis has been used to 
demonstrate changes in the strain pattern of the subaortic 
RV, with circumferential strain (CS) becoming dominant 
over longitudinal strain, as is normal for the systemic LV 
(12). This change in the strain pattern could serve as an 
additional marker of RV remodeling under long-term sys-
temic load.
Fractal analysis to assess the formation of LV trabecu-
lae has been performed to discriminate isolated LV non-
compaction and dilated cardiomyopathy (13). However, 
the clinical importance of RV trabeculae in adults with 
cc-TGA is not well understood. We hypothesized that the 
formation of trabeculae in the RV in adults with cc-TGA 
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Fractal Analysis of Right Ventricular Remodeling
index higher than 72 mL/m2 (indicative of adverse RV remodel-
ing) and 13 patients (four men, nine women; mean age, 36 years 
6 9) with an RV end-systolic volume index lower than or equal 
to 72 mL/m2 (indicative of RV adaptation). Ten adult patients 
(four men, six women; mean age, 68 years 6 14) with normal 
cardiac function (based on cardiac MRI results) and no prior 
history of cardiac disease served as the control group.
Cine Cardiac MRI
Cardiac MRI was performed by using a 1.5-T clinical MRI unit 
(Gyroscan Intera and Intera; Philips Medical Systems, Best, the 
Netherlands) equipped with a four-element phased-array coil. 
Steady-state free-precession MR images were obtained during 
the imaging sequence, with patients holding their breath for 
10–20 seconds. Retrospectively, electrocardiogram gating was 
performed by using short-axis views encompassing the entire 
LVs and RVs (approximately 10 images each), with 20 phases 
per cardiac cycle. The following imaging parameters were used: 
repetition time msec/echo time msec, 2.8/1.4; flip angle, 45°; 
section thickness, 8 mm; intersection gap, 0 mm; field of view, 
380 × 380 mm2; acquisition matrix, 176 3 193 pixels; recon-
struction matrix, 352 3 352 pixels; and parallel imaging accel-
eration factor, two. The biventricular end-diastolic volume and 
biventricular end-systolic volume, which are the sum of the larg-
est and smallest ventricular volumes (in milliliters), respectively, 
were quantified by using software (Vitrea; Canon Medical Sys-
tems, Tochigi, Japan) to perform manual planimetry of the en-
docardial borders from the short-axis image stack. End-diastolic 
and end-systolic volumes were indexed to the body surface area, 
and the ejection fraction percentage was calculated from these 
two volumes. The stroke volume index was calculated as the dif-
ference between the end-diastolic volume index and end-systolic 
volume index. The cardiac index was calculated as the product of 
the stroke volume index times the heart rate.
Cardiac MRI Analysis
All images were read in a randomized order, and all read-
ers were blinded to the subject groups. The FDs and strains 
were semiautomatically calculated by using a common single 
feature-tracking analysis method, as in a previous study (Fig 
1) (15). The image-processing algorithm for cardiac MRI was 
implemented in MATLAB R2017b, version 9.3 (MathWorks, 
Natick, Mass) as follows. First, the RV endocardial borders 
were manually defined as some points at the end of diastole on 
RV basal, middle, and apical sections on short-axis images (Fig 
1, A). Endocardium points were then automatically tracked 
with the assistance of manual correction for a cardiac cycle by 
using a local template-matching technique based on normal-
ized correlation coefficient values (Fig 1, B). In this study, the 
initial size for the template image and search area was con-
figured to 30 3 30 pixels. However, when the endocardium 
was not well tracked, the template size and search area were 
changed to make tracking successful. Finally, the RV blood 
pool and myocardium were automatically segmented through 
a cardiac cycle, over a region determined by using spline in-
terpolation of endocardium points. The CS and radial strain 
compensates for pressure overload in the systemic ventricle and 
that this formation progresses parallel to RV overload or RV dys-
function. Thus, we proposed the use of a recently introduced 
method for quantification of RV trabeculae that is performed 
by using fractal analysis with cardiac MRI feature tracking and 
investigated the association with RV remodeling and myocardial 
strain in the RV.
Materials and Methods
Study Population
This two-center retrospective observational study was approved 
by the local ethics committee and conducted in accordance 
with the Declaration of Helsinki (1964). Written informed 
consent was obtained from all patients. All examinations, in-
cluding cardiac MRI, were performed as part of the clinical 
workup for patients with declining cardiac function. No au-
thors have financial conflicts of interest to disclose concerning 
this presentation. One author (M.Y.) is an employee of Philips 
Electronics Japan.
The data from 19 consecutive patients with cc-TGA (eight 
men, 11 women; mean age, 35 years 6 10 [standard deviation]) 
who had systemic RV and were examined between March 2013 
and March 2018 were included in the analysis. All patients were 
older than 18 years and determined to be clinically stable. In 
this group, 10 patients had undergone a conventional Rastelli 
procedure. After this surgery, the anatomic LV was connected to 
the pulmonary artery by an extracardiac conduit. On the basis 
of the definition of RV remodeling in pulmonary hypertension in 
a recent echocardiography study (14), patients were divided into 
two groups: six patients (four men, two women; mean age, 34 
years ± 14 [standard deviation]) with an RV end-systolic volume 
Abbreviations
cc-TGA = congenitally corrected transposition of the great arteries, 
CI = confidence interval, CS = circumferential strain, FD = fractal 
dimension, ICC = intraclass correlation coefficient, LV = left ven-
tricle, ROC = receiver operating characteristic, RS = radial strain, 
RV = right ventricle
Summary
The results of fractal analysis performed by using feature-tracking 
cardiac MRI correlated with adverse remodeling of the right ven-
tricle, including changes in the strain pattern and trabeculae of the 
ventricle, in patients with congenitally corrected transposition of the 
great arteries.
Key Points
 n In patients with congenitally corrected transposition of the great 
arteries, the fractional fractal dimension derived by using feature-
tracking MRI, as compared with the conventional diastolic fractal 
dimension, facilitates a more accurate diagnosis of the develop-
ment of right ventricular trabeculae owing to adverse remodeling. 
 n Fractal analysis performed by using feature-tracking MRI is a ro-
bust analytical method with high reproducibility.
 n As fractal analysis performed with feature-tracking MRI does not 
require additional manual processing, it can be easily included 
with strain analysis in cardiac workflow analysis in clinical prac-
tice.
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Figure 1: The workflow for measuring by the strain analysis and the fractal analysis, based on cardiac MRI feature tracking, is shown. Points on the 
endocardial border, A, manually determined at the end of diastole (yellow points), are automatically tracked over one cardiac cycle. B, The blood pool 
and myocardium are then segmented (yellow lines). C, Strains are calculated from the edge of the segmented region of the endocardium. Fractal analysis 
is performed, from the edge image, using automatic processing, and the segmented region (D-F), using box-counting method (G). H, The diastolic fractal 
dimension (FD) and systolic FD were defined as the maximum and minimum value of the time-FD curve, respectively. The fractional FD is then calculated as the 
fraction of the changes of FD over a cardiac cycle. CS = circumferential strain, RS = radial strain, Ln = natural logarithm.
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by having a second observer, who was blinded to the clinical 
and experimental data, perform measurements in the same 
10 patients. Reproducibility was evaluated by using Bland-
Altman and intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) analyses, 
with one-way (ICC (1, 1)) or two-way (ICC (2, 1)) random 
single measures. ICCs were defined as excellent (ICC  0.75), 
good (ICC, 0.60–0.74), moderate (ICC, 0.40–0.59), and poor 
(ICC  0.39). Intra- and interobserver reproducibility was an-
alyzed in the base, middle region, and apex of the RV.
Results
Comparisons of RV Functional Parameters
The baseline characteristics of the study population are re-
ported in Table 1. Cardiac MRI examinations were successfully 
performed, with sinus rhythm, in all 19 patients. Patients in 
the cc-TGA group were significantly younger than individu-
als in the control group. The RV functional parameters were 
significantly worse overall in the cc-TGA group than in the 
control group, with no identified difference between the con-
trol and adapted-RV group, with the exception of a relative 
decrease in the ejection fraction of the RV in the adapted RV 
group. There were no differences in functional parameter val-
ues for the LV among the three groups, with the exception of 
a relative decrease in the ejection fraction of the LV in the RV-
adapted group, as compared with the control group.
Correlations between FDs and RV Remodeling
The areas under the ROC curves for FDs (fractional FD, diastolic 
FD, and systolic FD) calculated to differentiate patients with ad-
verse RV remodeling are shown in Figure 2. The following ROC 
values were derived for fractional FD, diastolic FD, and systolic 
FD at the three RV levels: At the RV base, cutoff values were 
0.09, 1.39, and 1.22, respectively; areas under the ROC curve, 
0.92 (95% confidence interval [CI]: 0.77, 1.00), 0.63 (95% CI: 
0.34, 0.91), and 0.82 (95% CI: 0.59, 1.00), respectively; sensitiv-
ity values, 84% (16 of 19), 53% (10 of 19), and 32% (six of 19), 
respectively; and specificity values, 100% (19 of 19) for all FDs. 
In the middle RV region, cutoff values were 0.09, 1.39, and 1.24, 
respectively; areas under the ROC curve, 0.95 (95% CI: 0.82, 
1.00), 0.68 (95% CI: 0.40, 0.95), and 0.83 (95% CI: 0.61, 1.00), 
respectively; sensitivity values, 100% (19 of 19), 32% (six of 19), 
and 67% (13 of 19), respectively, and specificity values, 95% (18 
of 19), 100% (19 of 19), and 100% (19 of 19), respectively. At the 
RV apex, cutoff values were 0.08, 1.12, and 1.32, respectively; ar-
eas under the ROC curve, 0.87 (95% CI: 0.67, 1.00), 0.58 (95% 
CI: 0.30, 0.87), and 0.69 (95% CI: 0.41, 0.96), respectively; sen-
sitivity values, 84% (16 of 19), 0% (0 of 19), and 16% (three of 
19), respectively; and specificity values, 84% (16 of 19), 100% 
(19 of 19), and 100% (19 of 19), respectively. The areas under the 
ROC curve for fractional FDs at the RV base, middle region, and 
apex were significantly greater than those for diastolic FDs and 
systolic FDs (P , .01). Between-group comparisons of the FDs 
are reported in Table 2.
The following ROC values were calculated for CS and RS at 
the three RV levels: At the RV base, cutoff values were of 29.3% 
(RS) were calculated from the edge of the segmented region 
of endocardium, with end-systolic CS and RS defined as the 
peak value of each strain (Fig 1, C). The FDs were calculated 
from the binarized image (Fig 1, D), with masking of the seg-
mented endocardial regions (Fig 1, E). To ensure standardized 
processing, binarization was performed automatically by using 
an adapted threshold method (16). The endocardial border of 
the binarized image was then extracted by computing edges in 
the areas of highest gradient magnitude (Fig 1, F) by using the 
Sobel operator (3 3 3 image gradient operator).
The FDs of the region were calculated over a cardiac cycle 
by using the standard box-counting method (Fig 1, G), and 
the time-FD curve was plotted (Fig 1, H). With the standard 
box-counting method (5), a grid of known spacing (scale) was 
placed over the endocardial border image (border pixels = 1, 
background pixels = 0), and the number of boxes that contained 
nonzero pixels was counted. This process was then repeated for 
multiple grids with an increase in spacing. As the scale increases, 
the number of boxes containing the object decreases exponen-
tially, and the exponent is equivalent to the FD. To quantify 
the exponent, natural logarithmic plots of the number of boxes 
against scale and the gradient (2FD) were estimated by using 
linear regression. In our method, the maximum spacing (scale) 
was set to 45% of the diameter of the endocardial border, and 
the minimum box size was two pixels. Diastolic FD (DFD) and 
systolic FD (SFD) were defined as the maximum and minimum 
values, respectively, of the time-FD curve. The fractional FD 
(FFD) was then calculated as the fraction of the changes in FD 
over a cardiac cycle, as follows: FFD = (DFD 2 SFD)/DFD.
Statistical Analysis
The normality of the data distribution was confirmed by us-
ing the Shapiro-Wilk test, and descriptive statistical values—
specifically, means and standard deviations—were calculated. 
One-way analysis of variance, with Tukey post hoc analysis, 
was used for between-group comparisons. The diagnostic ca-
pability of the FD and strain in the detection of adverse RV 
remodeling was evaluated by using receiver operating charac-
teristic (ROC) analysis. Differences in ROC parameters for dif-
ferent FD cutoffs were compared by using a DeLong test, with 
one-way analysis of variance used to evaluate between-group 
differences. Pearson correlation coefficients (r) were calculated 
between FDs and strain values. All statistical analyses were con-
ducted by using SAS software for Windows, version 13 (SAS 
Institute, Cary, NC), with statistical significance set at P , .05.
Intra- and Interobserver Reproducibility
The intraobserver reproducibility of FD and strain measure-
ments was evaluated by having one observer, who was blinded 
to the clinical and experimental data, initially perform mea-
surements in 10 randomly selected patients (seven from the 
cc-TGA group and three from the control group) and then 
perform repeat measurements at least 1 month after the initial 
measurements. The order of analysis was randomized indepen-
dently in the first and second measurements. The interobserver 
reproducibility of FD and strain measurements were evaluated 
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Correlations between FDs and RV Strains
Pearson correlation coefficients for the correlations between 
FDs and strains in patients with cc-TGA are reported in Table 
3. RV base and mid-RV fractional FD and systolic FD cor-
related with measured CS and RS. There was no correlation 
between the diastolic FDs and measured strains. For measure-
ments obtained at the RV apex, there were no correlations be-
tween FDs and strains.
Intra- and Interobserver Reproducibility
The intra- and interobserver reproducibility of FD and strain 
measurements are reported in Table 4. Intra- and interobserver 
reproducibility was high: All intraclass correlation coefficients 
and 8.9%, respectively; areas under the ROC curve, 0.92 (95% 
CI: 0.77, 1.00) and 0.87 (95% CI: 0.67, 1.00), respectively; sensi-
tivity values, 84% (16 of 19) and 68% (13 of 19), respectively; and 
specificity values, 95% (18 of 19) and 100% (19 of 19), respec-
tively. At the mid-RV region, cutoff values were of 25.5% and 
6.6%, respectively; areas under the ROC curve, 0.85 (95% CI: 
0.63, 1.00) and 0.86 (95% CI: 0.65, 1.00), respectively; sensitiv-
ity values, 52% (10 of 19) for both strains; and specificity values, 
100% (19 of 19) for both strains. At the RV apex, cutoff values 
were of 210.2% and 8.1%, respectively; areas under the ROC 
curve, 0.90 (95% CI: 0.72, 1.00) and 0.88 (95% CI: 0.70, 1.00), 
respectively; sensitivity values, 84% (16 of 19) (83%) for both 
strains; and specificity values, 100% (19 of 19) for both strains.
Table 1: Baseline Clinical Characteristics of the Study Population
Parameter
cc-TGA Group*
Control 
Group*
One-Way 
ANOVA†
Tukey Post Hoc Analysis†
RV Remodeling RV Adapted
Remodeling 
versus Adapted 
RV Group
Remodeling 
versus Control 
Group
Adapted 
versus 
Control 
Group
No. of patients 6 13 10 32 NA NA NA
Age (y) 34 6 14 36 6 9 68 6 14 ,.0001‡ .94 ,.0001‡ ,.0001‡
Male-to-female ratio 4:2 4:9 4:6 NA NA NA NA
BSA (m2) 1.62 6 0.20 1.57 6 0.19 1.70 6 0.20 .39 .87 .79 .35
Systolic blood pressure 
(mm Hg)
99 6 13 100 6 18 120 6 13 .01‡ .98 .04‡ .02‡
Diastolic blood pressure 
(mm Hg)
45 6 16 62 6 17 62 6 14 .09 .10 .13 .99
NYHA classification§
 I … … 10 NA NA NA NA
 II … 11 … NA NA NA NA
 III 1 2 … NA NA NA NA
 IV 5 … … NA NA NA NA
HR (beats/min) 63 6 13 66 6 8 62 6 13 .01‡ .74 .16 .009‡
RV function
 EDVI (mL/m2) 184 6 82 94 6 37 84 6 18 .0005‡ .001‡ .0006‡ .86
 ESVI (mL/m2) 117 6 71 44 6 16 33 6 10 .0001‡ .0005‡ .0001‡ .72
 EF (%) 38 6 8 51 6 7 61 6 5 ,.0001‡ .002‡ ,.0001‡ .009‡
 SVI (mL/m2) 67 6 18 49 6 24 50 6 9 .16 .17 .23 .99
 CAI (L/min/m2) 4.1 6 1.0 3.3 6 1.6 3.0 6 0.5 .23 .35 .22 .90
LV function
 EDVI (mL/m2) 89 6 16 74 6 23 81 6 15 .29 .28 .73 .63
 ESVI (mL/m2) 36 6 11 30 6 10 28 6 7 .23 .39 .21 .84
 EF (%) 60 6 6 59 6 9 66 6 3 .048‡ .92 .22 .04‡
 SVI (mL/m2) 53 6 6 44 6 16 54 6 9 .15 .34 .99 .17
 CAI (L/min/m2) 3.3 6 0.6 2.9 6 1.1 3.3 6 0.6 .55 .64 .99 .63
Note.—ANOVA = analysis of variance, BSA = body surface area, CAI = cardiac index, cc-TGA = congenitally corrected transposition of the 
great arteries, EDVI= end-diastolic volume index, EF = ejection, ESVI = end-systolic volume index, LV = left ventricle, NYHA = New York 
Heart Association, NA = not applicable, HR = heart rate, RV = right ventricle, SVI = stroke volume index.
*Unless otherwise noted, data are mean values plus or minus standard deviations. 
†With the exception of the number of patients, data are P values, with P , .05 (‡) indicating a statistically significant difference. 
§ Data are numbers of patients.
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As such, the fractional FD can enable accurate quantification of 
ventricular trabeculation related to adverse remodeling in the RV 
apex, where ventricular trabeculae develop prominently (5), and 
in the basal and middle regions of the RV. In addition, the di-
agnostic performance of CS was equivalent to that of fractional 
FD.
In adults with congenital heart disease, it is important to 
predict the progression of the pathogenesis due to specific he-
modynamics and to determine the optimal timing of reopera-
tion during the late phase of the postoperative period (17). The 
proposed trabecula quantification method is applicable to con-
genital heart diseases involving right-heart overload such as te-
tralogy of Fallot, single ventricle, and Ebstein anomaly. Fractal 
analysis to assess the development of RV trabeculae caused by 
Figure 2: Receiver operating characteristic analyses at three right ventricu-
lar levels—A, basal, B, middle, and, C, apical—to detect adverse right ventricu-
lar remodeling in patients with congenitally corrected transposition of the great 
arteries. Red solid lines indicate the fractional fractal dimension; blue broken 
lines, the diastolic fractal dimension (FD); and blue solid lines, the systolic FD.
were greater than 0.75 (P , .01), with negligible bias at Bland-
Altman analysis, narrow standard deviations in measurements, 
and a narrow limit of agreement.
Discussion
This study yielded two major findings: First, at fractional FD–
based fractal analysis performed by using cardiac MRI feature 
tracking, RV trabeculae due to adverse remodeling were iden-
tified in patients with cc-TGA. Second, fractal analysis with 
cardiac MRI feature tracking is a robust and useful analytical 
method for quantifying the strain pattern in the RV, with no 
additional manual processing required.
The fractional FDs were significantly lower in the adverse re-
modeling group than in the adapted RV group. There were no 
differences in fractional FDs between the cc-TGA group and the 
control group. The diastolic FD and systolic FD tended to be 
higher in the patients with cc-TGA, as compared with the con-
trol group, with no difference in these FDs between the adverse 
remodeling and adapted RV groups. Our ROC analyses revealed 
the high performance of fractional FDs in the diagnosis of ad-
verse RV remodeling compared with the diagnostic performance 
of the diastolic and systolic FDs. However, for measurements 
obtained at the RV apex, only the fractional FD enabled dif-
ferentiation between adapted RV and RV adverse remodeling. 
Given the detectability of CS for RV adverse remodeling and the 
substantial decrease in CS associated with adverse RV remodel-
ing, it is likely that residual ventricular trabeculae contribute to 
greater FDs at systole. As a result, the fractional FD becomes 
significantly lower in individuals with adverse RV remodeling. 
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pulmonary hypertension also has been reported recently (18). 
Fractal analysis added to standard cardiac function and strain 
examination is expected to be useful for determining the tim-
ing of reoperation in these disease cases. On the basis of our 
findings, we propose that a fractal analysis–based measurement 
of trabeculae formation can serve as a sensitive marker of RV re-
modeling in patients with cc-TGA. By comparison, our findings 
of greater diastolic and systolic FDs in the cc-TGA group than 
in the control group in the basal, middle region, and apex of 
the RV are consistent with previous reports of an increasing RV 
Table 2: Comparisons of FD and Strain Values in the RV
Parameter
cc-TGA Group*
Control Group*
One-Way 
ANOVA 
Results†
Tukey Post Hoc Analysis Results†
RV Remodeling Adapted RV
RV Remodeling 
vs Adapted RV 
Group
RV Remodeling 
vs Control  
Group
Adapted RV 
vs Control 
Group
RV base
 Fractional FD 0.09 6 0.03 0.16 6 0.05 0.12 6 0.04 .007‡ .008‡ .43 .07
 Diastolic FD 1.31 6 0.10 1.30 6 0.05 1.20 6 0.05 .002‡ .94 .007‡ .003‡
 Systolic FD 1.19 6 0.09 1.09 6 0.06 1.06 6 0.07 .004‡ .02‡ .004‡ .58
 CS (%) 28.7 6 1.8 215.7 6 4.8 212.1 6 3.8 .005‡ .005‡ .26 .10
 RS (%) 8.9 6 3.5 15.4 6 5.5 14.9 6 6.0 .06 .06 .11 .97
Middle RV region
 Fractional FD 0.08 6 0.01 0.14 6 0.05 0.11 6 0.04 .01‡ .01‡ .29 .18
 Diastolic FD 1.33 6 0.09 1.30 6 0.05 1.26 6 0.06 .10 .79 .12 .20
 Systolic FD 1.22 6 0.09 1.12 6 0.06 1.12 6 0.04 .005‡ .007‡ .008‡ .995
 CS (%) 27.4 6 3.4 213.6 6 5.3 212.0 6 4.5 .04‡ .04‡ .17 .69
 RS (%) 7.5 6 3.1 13.7 6 5.2 14.1 6 4.7 .02‡ .03‡ .03‡ .98
RV apex
 Fractional FD 0.07 6 0.01 0.12 6 0.04 0.13 6 0.04 .02‡ .04* .02‡ .81
 Diastolic FD 1.33 6 0.06 1.34 6 0.09 1.26 6 0.04 .04‡ .95 .18 .04‡
 Systolic FD 1.23 6 0.07 1.18 6 0.08 1.10 6 0.07 .005‡ .37 .005‡ .04‡
 CS (%) 28.1 6 4.0 214.8 6 4.2 216.1 6 3.6 .002‡ .007* .002‡ .74
 RS (%) 7.8 6 3.9 14.3 6 5.7 15.9 6 4.2 .01‡ .04* .01‡ .72
Note.—ANOVA = analysis of variance, cc-TGA = congenitally corrected transposition of the great arteries, CS = circumferential strain, FD 
= fractal dimension, RS = radial strain, RV = right ventricle.
*Data are mean values 6 standard deviations.
†Data are P values, with P , .05 (‡) indicating a statistically significant difference.
Table 3: Correlations between FD and Strain Values in Patients with cc-TGA
Parameter Fractional FD Diastolic FD Systolic FD
At RV base
 CS 20.62 (20.81, 20.33)* 0.07 (20.30, 0.43) 0.50 (0.16, 0.73)*
 RS 0.50 (0.17, 0.73)* 20.12 (20.47, 0.25) 20.45 (20.70, 20.10)†
At middle RV region
 CS 20.70 (−0.85, 20.45 * 0.37 (0.002, 0.65)† 0.78 (0.58, 0.89)*
 RS 0.69 (0.44, 0.84)* 20.38 (20.66, 20.02)† 20.78 (20.89, −0.57)*
At RV apex
 CS 20.28 (−0.59, 0.10) 0.14 (20.24, 0.48) 0.30 (20.07, 0.60)
 RS 0.33 (20.04, 0.62) 20.16 (20.49, 0.22) 20.35 (20.64, 0.02)
Note.—Data are Pearson correlation coefficients, with 95% confidence intervals in parentheses. cc-TGA = congenitally 
corrected transposition of the great arteries, CS = circumferential strain, FD = fractal dimension, RS = radial strain, RV 
= right ventricle.
*P , .01.
†P , .05, indicating a statistically significant difference.
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trabeculation mass with chronic right-heart overload (19). The 
functional RV parameter values were significantly worse in the 
adverse RV remodeling group than in both the RV-adapted and 
control groups, reflecting an exacerbation of right heart-failure 
in this group.
The advent of adults living with congenital heart condi-
tions is relatively new, reflecting improved surgical manage-
ment and clinical care of these adults as infants (20). In this 
study, the highly frequent use of medication for hypertension 
in this population probably caused the lower blood pressure 
observed in the cc-TGA group compared with the blood pres-
sure in the control group. In the patients with cc-TGA, signifi-
cantly greater stroke volume indexes and cardiac indexes were 
observed, despite their lower RV ejection fractions. This can 
be explained by RV volume overload or preclinical tricuspid 
regurgitation. The patients with cc-TGA were significantly 
younger than the control subjects. However, we believe that 
there is no difference in RV trabeculae between young and 
older healthy people. Among the control subjects in this study, 
the remarkable RV trabeculae were not seen in all cases. Figure 
3 shows the results of fractal analysis for one case each in the 
adverse RV remodeling group (37-year-old man), adapted RV 
group (40-year-old woman), and control group (67-year-old 
man).The FDs were relatively high in the patients with cc-
TGA (adverse remodeling and adapted), as compared with the 
FDs in the control group. However, the fractional FDs in the 
adverse RV remodeling group were smaller (0.09) than those in 
the adapted RV (0.13) and control (0.12) groups.
An increase in CS of the subaortic RV as an adaptation to 
the systemic load has been reported (12). Consistent with these 
results, the CS observed in our study was greater in the adapted 
RV group than in the control group. Furthermore, fractional FD 
and systolic FD correlated significantly with CS and RS, which 
is considered to be a useful marker of systolic function (21). As 
such, fractional and systolic FDs can serve as sensitive clinical 
markers of RV remodeling, reflecting specific changes in the 
contraction pattern with cc-TGA. Therefore, fractional FD–de-
rived fractal analysis based on cardiac MRI feature tracking can 
facilitate accurate quantification of RV trabeculation associated 
with adverse remodeling in cc-TGA.
Table 4: Intra- and Interobserver Reproducibility of Fractal Analysis and Strain Analysis Data
Parameter
Intraobserver Reproducibility Interobserver Reproducibility
Bias* SDD ICC† Bias* SDD ICC†
RV base
 Fractal analysis
  Fractional FD 20.15 (23.64 to 3.34) 1.78 0.89 (0.65, 0.97) 20.17 (23.09 to 2.74) 1.49 0.92 (0.70, 0.98)
  Diastolic FD 20.07 (23.87 to 3.73) 1.94 0.93 (0.75, 0.98) 20.64 (22.96 to 1.69) 1.19 0.97 (0.88, 0.99)
  Systolic FD 20.19 (25.88 to 6.26) 3.10 0.88 (0.60, 0.97) 20.31 (24.89 to 4.28) 2.34 0.93 (0.74, 0.98)
 Strain analysis
  CS 0.27 (23.50 to 4.04) 1.92 0.95 (0.83, 0.99) 0.45 (24.58 to 5.48) 2.57 0.90 (0.65, 0.97)
  RS 20.09 (22.86 to 2.67) 1.41 0.96 (0.87, 0.99) 20.35 (22.63 to 1.93) 1.16 0.98 (0.91, 0.99)
Mid-RV region
 Fractal analysis
  Fractional FD 20.11 (25.55 to 3.34) 2.27 0.84 (0.49, 0.96) 20.20 (27.84 to 7.83) 3.90 0.84 (0.48, 0.96)
  Diastolic FD 21.24 (26.61 to 4.13) 2.74 0.83 (0.47, 0.95) 21.62 (26.03 to 2.79) 2.25 0.90 (0.65, 0.97)
  Systolic FD 0.31 (24.20 to 4.82) 2.30 0.83 (0.47, 0.95) 21.28 (29.11 to 6.56) 4.00 0.95 (0.84, 0.99)
 Strain analysis
  CS 1.73 (24.52 to 7.99) 3.19 0.85 (0.52, 0.96) 0.79 (26.12 to 7.71) 3.53 0.83 (0.44, 0.95)
  RS 20.33 (23.02 to 2.37) 1.38 0.95 (0.82, 0.99) 20.64 (23.54 to 2.25) 1.48 0.97 (0.89, 0.99)
RV apex
 Fractal analysis
  Fractional FD 20.30 (29.45 to 8.86) 4.67 0.92 (0.72, 0.98) 0.57 (27.72 to 8.87) 4.23 0.81 (0.42, 0.95)
  Diastolic FD 20.82 (28.78 to 7.15) 4.06 0.93 (0.74, 0.98) 0.23 (210.70 to 11.16) 5.58 0.85 (0.50, 0.96)
  Systolic FD 20.27 (217.18 to 16.65) 8.63 0.96 (0.86, 0.99) 20.43 (218.61 to 17.74) 9.27 0.96 (0.84, 0.99)
 Strain analysis
  CS 20.02 (24.96 to 4.92) 2.52 0.87 (0.58, 0.96) 21.36 (27.99 to 5.27) 3.38 0.82 (0.43, 0.95)
  RS 0.80 (22.07 to 3.67) 1.46 0.95 (0.82, 0.99) 1.30 (21.82 to 4.42) 1.59 0.96 (0.85, 0.99)
Note.—Bias and standard deviation of the difference (SDD) of the fractal analysis are expressed as the value times 100. CS = circumferen-
tial strain, FD = fractal dimension, ICC = intraclass correlation coefficient, RS = radial strain, RV = right ventricular.
*Numbers in parentheses are limits of agreement.
†Numbers in parentheses are 95% confidence intervals.
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The reproducibility of strain measurements, as assessed 
with cardiac MR feature tracking has been validated previously 
(22,23). In addition, the agreement in systolic and diastolic strain 
measurements between cardiac MR feature tracking and myo-
cardial tagging has been reported (24). We similarly confirmed 
high intra- and interobserver reproducibility for fractal analyses, 
as well as those reproducibilities of strains. Therefore, we con-
sider fractal analysis to be a robust method, with reproducibility 
equivalent to that of strain analysis. Previous measurements of 
RV trabeculae obtained by using cardiac MRI were performed 
Figure 3: One set of two cine images (upper) and two edge images of the middle portion of the right ventricle (lower) are shown at end-diastole (left) and end-systole 
(right). Each image set includes a representative case from the, A, adverse right ventricular (RV) remodeling group, B, the RV adapted group, and, C, the control group. The 
curve of the fractal dimension (FD) for one cardiac cycle is shown for each representative case (right side of A-C). The red, blue, and green lines show the FD for the repre-
sentative case in the adverse RV remodeling, RV adapted, and control groups, respectively. FFD = fractional fractal dimension.
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with manual delineation methods (25). With our method, FDs 
can be derived at routine cardiac cine MRI without additional 
manual processing for the strain analysis. Diastolic FD, systolic 
FD, and fractional FD can be fully and automatically calculated 
by using information from the endocardial region that is ex-
tracted by using the feature-tracking technique for strain analy-
sis. This feature, along with the high reproducibility, strongly 
supports the feasibility and cost-effectiveness of our approach 
for routine use in clinical practice.
The limitations of our study should be acknowledged. The 
main limitation was our small sample size, which might have 
contributed to the lack of significant differences in our compara-
tive analysis of areas under the ROC curve. Recruitment of a 
larger sample size was limited owing to the rare occurrence of 
cc-TGA, which accounts for less than 1% of all forms of con-
genital heart disease (26). Therefore, although we have provided 
evidence of the promising clinical use of fractal analysis with 
cardiac MRI feature-tracking for detecting increases in RV tra-
beculation owing to adverse remodeling, this technique cannot 
be moved forward before evidence obtained at further analyses 
with large cohorts is gathered.
Torsion has an important role in cardiac contraction. In this 
study, the feature-tracking software could not calculate the torsion. 
Therefore, we were unable to hypothesize a relationship regarding 
trabeculation compensation for torsion. However, as indicated in 
a previous study (12), significant correlations between FD and CS 
values lead us to suspect that there is an association between tra-
beculation and torsion. In addition, the longitudinal strain was 
not adapted because it is different from the FD calculation cross-
section. We acknowledge that these missing data are a limitation 
of this study. Another limitation was that the RV remodeling was 
assessed by using the end-systolic volume index only, according to 
previous research (14). However, the mechanisms of RV remodel-
ing in congenital heart disease are diverse, and there currently is 
no clear diagnostic criteria for RV remodeling in the setting of 
cc-TGA. Our research findings indicate that accurate detection of 
RV trabeculation in cc-TGA may help elucidate the mechanism 
of right-heart failure due to adverse remodeling. In addition, the 
threshold for segmentation of the ventricular blood pool was au-
tomatically defined by using the adaptive threshold method (16). 
We acknowledge that the threshold setting—that is, the initial 
box size—affects the FD value derived at fractal analysis. In other 
words, the FD value depends on the spatial resolution of the car-
diac MR image (7). If cine imaging with a spatial resolution higher 
than that of the current imaging examination is used, the FD val-
ues and other results may be altered.
In conclusion, fractal analysis based on cardiac MR feature 
tracking can be used to derive a clinical index of RV remodeling, 
with changes in the RV strain pattern, and it may prove to be a 
robust and useful tool for quantifying RV trabeculation due to 
adverse remodeling in patients with cc-TGA. Once further con-
firmatory evidence has been gathered, this approach will prob-
ably serve as an improved cost-effective and potentially useful 
tool for the clinical examination of patients with cc-TGA.
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